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From parents to parents 
When I asked parents on our facebook
page to share their success tips, the
response I got was phenomenal and the
tips were so good that I just had to
compile them into this little ebook for us
all to share.
What you will find inside are a few
nuggets and words of wisdom from
parents to parents.

I would like to appreciate the dads and
mums that took the time out to share
their real life experiences and from their
wealth of knowledge.
Together we can help and support each
other on this our parenting journey to
raise well balanced successful children. 

www.sholaalabi.com



Quick tip
" Celebrate your child's

uniqueness and
resource yourself

enough to help them
maximise & excel in

their strengths

- Doyin Olorunfemi -
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PARENTS SHOULD
ENDEAVOUR TO ALWAYS
IMPROVE THEMSELVES AND
INCREASE THEIR
KNOWLEDGE...
BUNMI AKOMOLEDE ONAFUNWA

I'm in academics and I've learnt to use my experience with my girls especially

the one in university. Parents should endeavour to always improve

themselves and increase their knowledge. You don't have to go back to

school but resurrect previous learning experiences or reading up on various

topics. Google  scholar is a quick one for papers and journals etc. I feel so

proud when I'm able to discuss structure, academic writing, referencing and

research techniques with my daughter. Many are scared during their first

year of university. I worked as a invigilator at BPP last summer and for two

exams none of the students attended  their exams. I was shocked! I implore

parents to always check on the progress of their children in school and offer

to help them. The transformation from sixth form to university is massive.

Mine panicked but I told her to pace herself and draw up a realistic time table

and plan for studies and coursework. It worked and she is getting more

confident by the day. We must try everything possible to get them off to a

good start academically. No one knows your child more than you do. They

trust us and we will in turn have to go the extra mile to help them. I never

draft their emails, I encourage them to use words that fit the purpose. It's fun

watching them try write in a "posh" manner. I understand that not everyone is

academic but our children need our encouragement and constant backing.

Nothing beats an academic discussion with the kids. It empowers them and

sets them up for whatever is to come. I tend to look into everything the

children learn for a basic idea (I'm still rubbish at maths though; but getting

better). It's tough being a parent but we determine how they are going to

cope with life in general. A confident person will never be afraid to take

anything on. They must know that they have what it takes to become

whatever they desire because it is true.



Quick tip
" First spend time

engaging your
children and never
show disagreements
regarding children

upbringing in front of
the kids

- John Faleye -
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SADE OSHINLOYE

Embrace a 'can do' and positive solution approach to life .  

Making mistakes are a part of life experiences and we learn what

our strengths and challenges are from our mistakes as these can

also be used as learning .

All these help us model a positive and balanced approach to life to

 our children.

TUNDE OGUNLESI

Connect and maintain connection to your children. E.g. Night

out movie or Meal day out etc.

Let your children see that you honour God and show them

how to. Teach your children character though personal

instruction & model the character you are instructing them.

Set boundaries for your children and pray with them.

Show them love e.g gifts for doing the right thing, Give hugs.

Go on trips with your child.

ANNE OGUNLESI

“As parents, Remember how far you have come, not just how far you

have to go.

You are not where you want to be, but neither are you where you used

to be.

Keep on keeping on.

Investing quality time with you child reaffirms them and they become

confident in what they want to do



Quick tip
" Make time to nurture

your child's talent
and allow it to

flourish.   It may cost
you time and money

initially but the
rewards are worth it

- Temi Koleowo -
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TOSIN OYELAKIN

My advice to other mothers is to never leave your child in doubt of

your love for them, but don't love them too much to leave discipline

out. There must be a balance of both.

Daily guide your child in the right spiritual direction from as early age

as possible. I'd say even before they are born.

Listen to your child and their dreams and aspirations; that's a good and

easy way to get to know them and their personality

YEMISI LAWAL

In dealing with our children or others, we should learn to stand our

grounds. Let your yes be yes and no be no.

To successfully do this, you have to think through before making a

decision, and once made no going back. Stand rigidly by it.

Don't be sentimental and refuse to be blackmailed. If you give in once,

trust me you will always give in. Indirectly the child now becomes in

charge. 

SOLA AKANDE

Put a support system in place to help your child's weak areas -

Recently I decided to get a lesson teacher for my two daughters and

this had a tremendous positive impact on their academics. My older

daughter was not too good at mathematics but the change is obvious

for everyone to see . 

PHINNAH CHICHI IKEJI

One of my tips for parents is in the area of listening to our children. Pay

great attention in their early years as they talk to you because if you

keep shoving them off with 'I'm busy' excuse, then when they are

older, you will be the  last person they would speak to about certain

issues. They would value opinion of others than yours So pay great

attention now and reap the rewards now and later 



Quick tip
" 

Encourage your child
to be creative and not
to be afraid to try new

things

- Lara Odelusi -
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NIKE SOFOWORA

Diligence -structured hard work coupled with self discipline does not

hurt. A system in place(goals, study rota, resources) is necessary. Huge

dosage of self discipline from parents to child is highly recommended,

then success is inevitable

Consistency- all work and no play just makes the child resentful. There

must be a balance in everything we do

A study plan with regular work flow, a bit everyday becomes a habit

and a life style. Avoid playing on the game consoles all day as this

doesn't make a child an IT guru.

Transparency -let it be black and white. As parents we all have our

aspirations and set goals for our children. Bring them on board and let

them also set their own goals. Let them understand that 'we are in it

together'

As parents we can't know it all! If you don't know or you're unsure of

something, please ASK. Otherwise we will be working blindly and

leading our children amiss.

DILIGENCE -STRUCTURED
HARD WORK COUPLED
WITH SELF DISCIPLINE
DOES NOT HURT.



Quick tip
" Pray for your

children. Spend time
with your children so
you get to know them
and be part of their
lives. Encourage and
help them to develop

their God-given
talents.

- Toyin Oluyemi -
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 We definitely need to keep an eye on their academics work at home

and don't just assume they are getting on with things without being

supervised. I had my youngest son parent information evening last

week and I was surprised of his low test score in his strongest subject

which is Maths. I made a promise to him that I will now get more

involve with his work at home. He had another subject test this Monday

and I made sure he came to work with me on Saturday so I could keep

an eye on him instead of leaving him at home and behold he called me

after school on Wednesday excited that he got the highest score in the

test. This just prove to me that this indeed is the way forward from now

on by not just leaving him to get on with his work without my support.

Also please check their school planner to make sure they are

recording their homework and note when they are due so you can

remind them. Please use their planner to send messages to teachers

of areas of concerns you might have as well, don't leave

communication till the next parent evening.

KEEP AN EYE ON THEIR
ACADEMIC WORK AT
HOME AND DON'T JUST
ASSUME THEY ARE
GETTING ON WITH
THINGS WITHOUT BEING
SUPERVISED.



Quick tip
" 

"Be friendly with your

children but not

friends"

- Ekunsanmi Thompson -
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NEGOTIATION,
NEGOTIATION,
NEGOTIATION...

JOYCE OGUNYEMI

Firstly, know your child. My three girls are all very different. What works

for Sharon does not necessarily work for Claire and same for Joanne.

Secondly, am into my children and they are also into me! Parenting in the

21st Century has never been more challenging; trust me....... negotiation,

negotiation, negotiation. I think this passes a strong message of holistic

consequential living to my children. This also has helped them to be

independent thinkers; they are able to make informed judgements. We

meet half way in all things including extra curricular activities and

academics

Having said that, we did a lot of work before we got to where we are and

we are still work in progress. Which brings me to my third point. We all

understatement that each one of us has a valid and respected voice in

our holustic development because am also developing too! This gives us

room to share our stories,  experiences and journey. I find this a strong

message-passing. Within this, genuine expectations of each other are

expressed. Within this,  messages around boundaries are  clearly

understood.



Quick tip
" As a husband and father,

you need to be responsible.
Make sure to live by
positive example and

never take for granted
every little effort your

children put into achieving
their goals in life

(appreciate and encourage
them always)

- Ayo Faleye -


